Quality assessment for CT colonography: validation of automated measurement of colonic distention and residual fluid.
The purpose of this study was to validate automated quality assessment (QA) software for CT colonography (CTC) by comparing results obtained with the software with results of interpretation by radiologists in the assessment of colonic distention and surface area obscured by residual fluid. CTC scans of 30 patients were selected retrospectively to span ranges of luminal distention (well distended to poorly distended) and surface area covered by residual fluid (high amount of coverage to low amount of coverage). We used QA software developed in our laboratory to automatically measure the mean distention of each of five colonic segments (ascending, transverse, descending, sigmoid, and rectum). Three experienced radiologists visually graded each scan for distention and fluid coverage. Distention and fluid scores for specific segments were assessed with Bland-Altman analysis (mean difference with 95% limits of agreement) and the weighted kappa test. Interobserver and intraobserver variability was determined with the weighted kappa test. For distention scoring, the mean difference between radiologists and the QA software was 0.1% (95% limits of agreement, -25.6% and 25.9%). For fluid scoring, the mean difference was -0.6% (95% limits of agreement, -8.2% and 7.1%). There was moderate to good agreement (weighted kappa value, 0.50-0.78) between the radiologists' mean scores and the scores obtained with the QA software and for interreader and intrareader assessments of distention and fluid coverage. Results with the QA software agreed with radiologists' assessment of colonic distention and residual fluid coverage but were a more objective assessment. Use of this QA software can help standardize two important factors, distention and residual fluid coverage, that affect the quality of CTC, reducing two known causes of poor CTC performance.